B&B De Hemme
Dogs are also welcome at our B&B. We do ask the dogs to
properly educate their owners so that there are no problems
with our own dogs and our stuff.
As a tool we have established a few rules for the owners:
🐾 Dogs staying in our B&B are well socialized and friendly
to other dogs and people;
🐾 The bed is only intended for people, the dog sleeps in his
or her own basket that is brought along;
🐾 The dog wil always join his / her owner while going
explore places. If the dog can get along well with our own
dogs, we will take care for him/her for a few hours, but your dog will not be left alone in the
B&B;
🐾 Walking off leash in the garden only after consultation, this because of our own dogs;
🐾 Nothing as good as getting dirty when you’re a dog, so role into the mud or swim in the
sea. Please do clean your four-legged friend in the pantry afterwards when you enter. If
required we have a dog towel and (dry) shampoo available;
🐾 For a dog we charge a surcharge of € 5.00 per night. This way we can do extra cleaning
so that the next guests will find a room that is spik and span again 😊
Finally: our B&B is not really suitable for very large dogs. The room is 17 m2 (and the
bathroom 9 m2), that might not be big enough to offer a giant Bello enough space. After all,
he also has vacation.

These are our own dogs, Nola and Feira.
Nola is from Romania, where she was
literally thrown away like trash being a
puppy. We found Feira during a vacation
in Portugal, very ill and skinny. Both are
sweet and submissive, but also with a
backpack of misery. Meeting new people
and dogs is exciting (and scary) to them.
We count on your understanding that
they will get some time to get used to
new faces and another dog.

